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We characterized the uniform topology of a complete uniform space by the lattice 
of uniform coverings satisfying some conditions In previous papers.^  ^ But then we 
assumed that the uniform space had no isolated point. While the purpose of this 
paper is to take av^ay this restriction, it is an attempt to establish a unity between 
the theory of characterization by uniform coverings and that by real valued functions. 
Now we concern ourselves only with metric spaces.
In § I  we shall characterize a complete metric space by the lattice of “ uniform 
nbds (in the extended meaning) In § 2 we shall give corollaries derived from the 
result in § I  and. especially the theory of characterization by uniform coverings.
I . From now forth we denote by i? a complete metric space.
De f in it io n . W e  m ean  b y  a uniform nbd {in the extended meaning') a real valued  
fu n ctio n  / ( : r )  of R s a tis fy in g
I) f ( x ) ^ e  for some £ > 0 ,
II) / ( : r ) < ^ ,  imply f ( y ) < ^  for every natural number n,
We consider a directed set D(R) of uniform nbds satisfying
1) there exist e^^ D(R)^n =  1, 2, "■) such that
a)
b) == I, 2, •••} is cofinal in D(R),
c) Iim e^(x) =  O ( x e R ) ,
W ->oo
d) for every e > 0 ,  x ^ R  there exists f ^ D ( R ) :  f (x )< ^ e ,  f(y)^_e^(y)ld(_x, y)
— n j '
2) f  g  ^D(R) imvMes f  ^  g^ D (R y \
D e f in it io n . We call a sequence {F ^ | ;^ = l, 2, •••} of subsets
Fn =  {f\f^fn'^^ny f ^D (R )]  of D(R) a cauchy sequence by { f n , b j  when it
1) On uniform homeomorphism between two uniform spaces, this journal Vol. 3, No. 1-2, 1952. 
On relations between lattices of finite uniform coverings of a metric space and the uniform 
topology, this journal Vol. 4, No. I, 1953.
2) The relation f ^ g  for two elements / ,  g of D(R) means f ( x ) ^ g ( x )  for every If for R 
every f  ^  D(R) there exists such that en^f, then we call {e }^ cofinal in D(R). For
example, — ~  (n=l,  2, •••) satisfy the conditions a), b)  ^ c) of I). J ( j ,  ;y) denotes th  ^
distance between x and y.
satisfies the following conditions,
i )  /.,6,€D(ie)(n = l,2,-.),
ii) {h^ \n -=1,2, is cofinal in D(K),
iii) 4" 0,
iv) for every h ^  D(R) there exists such that f  ^  F^ n, S ^  and m, n^Uo 
imply f^g '^h .
Lemma I. Let e^ (n:=\, 2,-") he a sequence of elements of satisfying the condition I) 
and let /„ he an element satisfying the condition of f  for e=^e^(Xo) in d), then Fn 
^{ f\ f^ fn ^e ^)(n ^ l, 2, •••) is a cauchy sequence hy {f^, e^ )-
Proof. The conditions i)- iii) are obviously satisfied.
Let h be an arbitrary element of D(R), then h(Xo) for some natural number 
p, From c), d) of I) there exists n^  such that n~^n^ implies cj(x^<i-^, fn(y) 
'^eniy'){d{Xf,,y')'^^. \i f'^ g'^ fn ^e „  for some m, n ^n^ , then it must
t > e giz) for some y, z such that d(_Xa, d{Xa,
Since «m (^o )<^ and from II) we get a„{y') and hence
/ ( :v )< ^ , ^ r(2 )< ^ . T h e r e f o r e a n d /(:»:„) ^ ^(xo)<^<^(:>:o)• 
Thus we get g'^h.
L e m m a  2. I f  {F„\n = l ,  2, cauchy sequence by { / „ ,  h„), then A„={x\x<iR,
fm(x)<ibm(x) for some m'^_n)(n — l,  2, •••) is a cauchy filter of R.
Proof. Let p be an arbitrary natural number, then using iv) for h — ep, we get 
«0 such that f^Fm, gCF„ and m, n^Uo imply g^ep . Now we shall show that
2
X, y ^  AriQ implies d(x, y)<^—. To show this, we assume the contrary, i.e. fm (x )
<bmix), fn iyX bn iy ), m,n>no and d{x ,y ')^^ . Then there exist f ,g ^D {R )
such that f<ix')<bj^x),f{zy^ep{z){dix,z)>^^^ ; g(_y)<Zb„iy), g{z)'^ep{z){^diy, z)
^  from d) of I). Since d(x, y ) ^ ^ ,  there hold g^ep , f'^fm^bm  and g ^ f„
2
'^hm simultaneously, but this is impossible. Hence d(x, y)<C~, and hence {A^} is 
a cauchy filter.
D e f in it io n . We denote by { F n )^ { G n }  the relation between two cauchy sequences 
{Fn) and [ G J  by and {g^, c^} respectively such that
for every h ^  D(R) there exists n^  such that n'^n^, f ^F^  and g^Gn  imply 
f^g^h.
L e m m a  3. In order that it is necessary and sufficient that cauchy
filters A^ =  {x\f^(x) <C^m(^) for some m '^n) ( n~ l ,  2, ••■) and r= {x\gm(x)< c,n(x)
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fo r  some m '^ n } ( n ^ l ,  2, •••) converge to a point Xq.
Proof. If {A^} and [B^] converge to a point Xq 6 R, then for an arbitrary element 
h of D (K )  we can take a natural number p such that . Since {&„}, {f^ }
are cofinal in D (R ) ,  there exists n^  such that y^An^ and z ^ B uq imply d(Xo, y)<C~^
and d ( x o , z ) < : ^  respectively, and bn(xoX-^^, C n (X o )< ^  (n '^n^). Hence
g^G n  and n'^^ n^  ^ imply f (y )  C^bn(y), g (z )  <  c^(z) for some y, z such that d(Xo,y)
d (x o ,z )< i -^ .  and hence b n (v ' ) < ^ ,  c^(z) i>e. / (:^ )< ^ >  ^ ( ^ ) < ^ -  Therefore
we get K x a )< ~ p ,  ^ r ( A T o ) and
Conversely, if {A^} and {B^} converge to distinct points x and y respectively,
2
then there exists some natural number p such that d(x, y )y>-p. For every Wq there
2
exists n^^Q  such that x' 6 and /  6 B  ^ imply d(x\ ^  - . Hence there exist x', /
such that f n (x ' ) < b n (x ' ) ,  g n (y X C n (/ ' )  ; d(x\ Now we gel f ,  g  ^ D (R )  satis­
fying f^ F ,^ ,g ^ G ^  and f^ g '^ e p  simultaneously as in the proof of Lemma 2. Namely, 
there holds the negation of
From Lemma 3 we can classify all the cauchy sequences of D (R )  by the relation 
We denote by ® (i? ) the set of all such classes. From this lemma and the com­
pleteness of R  we get a one-to-one correspondence between R  and ^ ( R )  ; hence we 
denote by the image of a subset A of R in ^ ( R )  by this correspondence.
Defin ition. We call ® (A )  and ^ ( B )  u-disjoint sets o f  ^ ( R )  when for some 
he D (R )  and every € ®(a:) G 6 there exist f ^ F ^ ,  geG n
satisfying f ^ g ^ h  for an infinite number of n.
L e m m a  4. ^ ( A )  and ^ ( B )  are u-disjoint i f  and only i f  A  and B are u-disjoint 
sets o f  R.^\
2
Proof. If A  and B are u-disjoint, then d(A, for some natural number p.
Forevery {F^ } € 6 ® (A ) ,  {G^} 6 j )  € and n^  there exists n'^n^ such
2
that X^An  and y^B^^  imply d(x, y ) '^ -^ ,  for {A ^ j - ^ x ^ A ,  {B ^ } -^ y ^ B  and
d(x, y ) ' ^ —^. Since we get f , g  ^ D (R )  satisfying f ^ F ^ ,  g ^Gn  and f ^  g ^ e p  as in 
the proof of Lemma 2, SD(A) and "^(B) are u-disjoint according to the definition.
If A  and B are not u-disjoint, then for an arbitrary element h of D (R )  we can 
take X ^A , y ^ B :  d(x, y )< ( - ^  for a natural number p such that ^ - \ B ^ h ( x ) ( x   ^R). 
Let {F « }  € ® (:r ) and { G ^ } € ® ( j ) ,  then {A ^ }-^x  and {Bn)-^y\ hence for some n ,^
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3) We say A  and B are u-disjoint when d(A B )=mi {d (x,  y)\x  ^A, y ^
4) In this proof we denote by [An], [Bn] the same caucy filters as in Lemma 3.
Therefore /GF^,  g^Gn imply /U )< ^ ^ ( ^ )< ^ ,  ^ ( ^ 0 < for some 2-,
such that d{x, z) d{y, z') Since d(^ x, z') <C^, there holds g ^ x ) ^ ^  from
II), and this combining with f ( x ) ^ ^  leads to f '^ g ^ h .  Namely ^ (A ) and ®(5) 
are not u-disjoint.
Since we showed previously that the uniform topology of a metric space is defined 
by u-disjointness®\ from this lemma we can define in ®(i?) the uniform topology 
uniformly homeomorphic with that of R. Hence we get the following
T h e o r e m  I .  In order that two complete metric spaces and R 2 are uniformly 
homeomorphic it is necessary and sufficient that D(^Ri) and D(i?2) (^ re isomorphic, where 
Z)(i?i) and D{R2 )are directed sets of uniform nbds satisfying I), 2).
2. C o r o l l a r y  I .  The uniform topology of a metric space R is characterized by the 
lattice La(R) of all uniform nbds {in the extended meaning), i.e. of all real valued 
functions satisfying I) , II) .
Proof. Let and define f{x) =4^ + d{xQ, x) for each Xq^R. and e>0, then
n Z
conditions I), 2) are clearly satisfied. Since f{x) d^x ,^ x ) ^ ^  and d{x, y)Z Zn Zn
imply /(jv) =~- +diXa,y')<-^ + d(iXa, x) + d{x ,y )^ f  satisfies II)
C o r o l l a r y  2 . The uniform topology of a metric space R is characterized by 
the lattice Ld{R) of all real valued functions satisfying I )  and \fix) —f{y')\^d(,x, y') 
(x,y^R).
Proof. It is obvious.
C o r o l l a r y  3. The uniform topology of a metric space R is characterized hy the 
lattice L\R) of all mappings of R into N = '  ^ *" ‘ satisfying I ) ,  I I ) .
Proof. Since e^-=^^ L\R), if we define f{x) such that f{x) =  —f — + d^x^, 
n n \ n Z
for each Xa<^ R and s>0, we can see easily that all conditions are satisfied. 
We show only that / satisfies II). I f d {x ,y ')^ ^ , then -^Jrd(ix^, 
andhence + 3 ' ) < 2 ; ^  + ^ < ^ ^ .  Therefore/(j>) ^ ; ) < ^ - ,  and
namely f{y) ^  n .
Next, we investigate relations between uniform nbds (in the extended meaning) 
and uniform coverings. We consider a uniform covering U consisting of spheres
5) See “ On relations
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(^ ) = '  I d{x, y)  ^^ ' (x^R),  For U we define a function /(U, :iO such that
/(IX, — Max|-“ 1S^(:\:)^5 for some S € u|. Then fOX^x) satisfies clearly I).
Lemma I. /(U, x ) satisfies I I )  fo r  every U.
Proof. If we assume / (3 ^ )> ~ , d{x, y ) < ~ ,  then S n ~ i(y )^ S  for some S € U. 
Since implies + ’ S2n-2W £ S .  Namely, we
get /(U, condition II).
Hence /(U, j )  € L ' { R )  for every U.
Lemma 2. /(U, x ) ' ^ f { ^ ,  x ) ( x ^ R ) ,  i f  and only i f  U>35.®^
Proof. If IX>55, then S^(^ )C5^S5 implies S^(^)CS^GU, and hence /(33, jc) 
< / (U , x). If 1X^35, then there exists S^{x) such that S ^ (^ )$ S  for every S€tl, 
and hence /*(35, x )~ ^ ^ ,  /(U, a : )< ^ ,  i.e. f(J8, x ) ^ f ( U ,  x).
Lemma 3. / (U ^  %  x) =/ (U , j»:) v /(55, :r).^ ^
Proof. Let /  (U V SB,:»;) =  ^  then S„(at) C  S 6 U ^  35. Since S € U and S € S3 imply
x) and x) respectively, we obtain ^/(SS, ;r ) '^/(U, x). On the
other hand /(SS, x) ^ /(U, ^/(IX  ^  SS, :\:) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2, 
and hence this lemma is proved.
Lemma 4. f { \ X x )  = f( )X , x) r , fC^, x), where \lr,^  =  {S ,{x )\Sn{x )^S ,S ' fo r  
some S 6 U and S' 6 SS}.
P roo f . f (V i/\ ^ ,x )^ f {V i ,x )/^ f (^^ ,x )  is an immediate consequence of Lemma I.
Conversely, let ^  =M in {/ (U , x), f(SS, :r)}, then S^ (x )^ S r^S '  for some S 6 U and G 55
Hence according to the definition of H we obtain x).
Combining Lemma 1-Lemma 4, we get
Theorem 2. The totality L u ( R )  o f uniform coverings consisting o f  spheres is 
isomorphic to a sublattice o f  L ' ( R ) .
We denote by L ( R )  a subset of L u ( R )  satisfying the following conditions,
1 )' L ( R )  is cofinal in L u ( R ) ,
2 ) '  if U, SS € L ( R ) ,  then Vi^ L ( R ) ,
3 )' for every U G L ( R )  and an open set S, there exist SS 6 L ( R )  such that S^(x) € SS 
implies S ^ ( x ) ^ S ,  and and S^(x) r^S =  imply ( Jii:) € SS.
Then we obtain
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6) We denote by SS<CU the relation that for every S € 5S there exists some S' € U :
7) U V S S = ( 5 | S € U  or SeSS}.
Lemma 5. {f(Vi,x')\VieL(R')} sa t is fie s  T), 2 )  f o r  every m e tr ic  sp a ce  R  w ithout 
is o la ted  poin t.
P roo f. 2) is immediately deduced from 2 f  and Lemma 3. If we take Um € L (R )  
such that \ ln < {S ^ n (x )\ x eR ), U^+i<U;,, then e^=f{\X n, x ) (w =  1, 2, •••) satisfy clearly 
a), b) of I) . Next, since an arbitrary point Xq of R  is no isolated point, for every 
n there exist xeS^(Xo)~XQ  and m such that ^ S(:To, Um).^  ^ Since for
every S ^ Um, ^m(^o) =/(Um, ^o) <  tt- This implies Iim =  O-
n  n - > o o
Lastly, to see the validity of d), for e^ and we denote by SS an element
of L (R )  satisfying the condition of SS in 3)' for U  ^ and S^ C^To) =
=  Min Then we can easily show that /(SS, x) satisfies the condition of /
in d). /(SS, Xq)< C s is obvious from the property of SS and S,(X q). If d(Xo,
and /v^ U, x ) =  , then S m (x )^ S p (y )  for certain S p (y ) 6 U. To show S .(X q) ^ S p(y )= (f),
we assume the contrary. Since U^<C{'S3n(^)}, the assumption that S^X q) r^Sp(y)=^ (j)
2 I
leads to the existence o i  y  e  R  such that d  (Xq, y ) <C^,d(y, x ) and to d(^Xo, x ) < i —,
Ofl H
but this is a contradiction. Hence it must be S^(Xq) f^ S p (y )= ^ , and hence S m ( x )^ S p (y )  
6^from_ the property of SS, which im.plies f(SS,ji^ )= Thus d) of I)  is valid for L(R )..
From Theorem I, Theorem 2 and this lemma we get the following proposition 
previously obtained by the author,®^
Theorem 3. In o rd er  that two com plete m etric  sp a c e s  R  ^ an d  R 2 w ithout iso la ted  
p o in t a re  u n iform ly  hom eom orphic i t  i s  n ecessary  an d  su fficien t that L (R i)  an d  L (R z)  
a re  isom orphic, where L (R i)  an d  L (R z) are  la t t ic e s  o f  u n ifo rm  cov er in g s  sa t is fy in g  
l)^  2)^ 3)^
From now forth we denote by i? a metric space and by R^ the completion of R. 
Let /b e  a uniform nbd of R, i .e . a real valued function satisfying I), II), then defin­
ing / * :  f^ ( x )  = f ( x )  ( x e R ) ,  f^ ( z )  =Xim s n p { f ( x ) - d ( x ,  z )\ d(x , ^ X - ,  x ^ R ) ,  we
see easily that / *  satisfies I) and II)' f^^(x) d (x , y ) imply / * ( > ' ) < “
(:r, yeR^ )^.
Furthermore we obtain easily the following lemmas.
Lemma 6. f'^ '^ g^ , i f  and only i f  f ^ g .
Lemma 7. f^''^g^ =  ( f ^ g ) ^ \
Lemma 8. I f  {en (x )}  is  cofinal in  D (R ), then {e^ ^ (x)} is  co fin a l in D ^ (R ) =  
{ f ^ f e D ( R ) ] .
Lemma 9. / / Iim ^ (^:^o) =O (Xq^ R) ,  then Iim ^^*(:^o) =0(:^;o ^ ^*)-
n -^ 0 0
8) S(x,,UrrO=^iSlXoe SeVim,}
9) See “ On uniform h o me o m o r p h i s m - In this paper we proved the theorem generally
in a complete uniform space without isolated point.
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L e m m a  10. I f  satisfies d) of I ) ,  then for every e > 0  and there
exists f^eD'^(R') such that f^ {x~)<Ce, f^(y)'^e\(y') [d{x, y')'^ .
We omit the proofs of these lemmas.
Therefore, if D(JR) is a directed set of uniform nbds satisfying I), 2), tnen 
D^(i^) ~ {f^\fe D(^R)) is a directed set satisfying I), 2) for R^, which elements 
satisfy I), II)^ Let Ri and Rz be metric spaces, then an isomorphism between Z)(i^i) 
and D(Rz) implies an isomorphism between D*(i?J and D^(Rz) from Lemma 6, and 
hence we obtain the following
T h e o r e m  4. I f  Ri and Rz are metric spaces and if  D(Ri) and D(Rz) are iso­
morphic, then Ri^ and R^ are uniformly homeomorphic, where D(Ri) and D(Rz) are 
directed sets of uniform nbds of R satisfying I), II).
C o r o l l a r y  4. La(R), Ld(R) and U(R) of a metric space R characterize the 
uniform topology of the completion R^ respectively.
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